


Dear Parents, Carers, Colleagues and Friends 
 

 

We are rapidly approaching the end of another unusual year but nevertheless the 

children in school have engaged in countless exciting learning opportunities in what has 

been a very busy term. 

 

 

This week are saying ‘happy retirement’ and ‘goodbye’ to a number of staff including 

some very long serving members of the team. Stella Parkin is leaving after teaching at 

Valley for 24 years – that’s almost a quarter of a century! As well as being a class 

teacher, many of you will know Stella as the ‘creative director’ of our wonderful 

Christmas plays.  

We also say goodbye to Di Waterfield, Nina Evans, Vikki O’Neil, Geraldine Howard, 

Alison Sackville-Ford, Laura Fletcher, Nicole Fielding and Ernesto de la Fuente. Their 

service to the school reflects a tremendous amount of care, support, dedication, 

experience and expertise which has been given to the pupils at Valley over many years. 

Whether you are leaving to study, to become a teacher, to re-locate, for a new job, for 

a new challenge or simply to take more holidays in term time – we wish you well. 

 

In September we hope to welcome back into class two of our pupils who have not been 

able to learn alongside their peers throughout the whole of the pandemic. Public Health 

colleagues in Stockport have worked with us to support the return of these children 

into school. 

 

Our love and very best wishes go to all the children who move on in July. 

We wish all our leavers happiness and success in their new schools and hope they take 

with them fond memories of their time here. We will miss every single one of you.   

For those children and families who are staying with us, and those who will be joining 

Valley in September we look forward to a safe, happy and successful year.  

We know that all our pupils will continue to make many small steps and more than a few 

GIANT STRIDES! 

 

We hope you all have a safe and peaceful August. 

Take care everyone. 
 

Debbie Thompson and Helen McLoughlin 



 

            
 

 
 

Step 1 Summer  2021 

Topics:  People Who Help us in School The Seaside 

Communication and 
Language 

  

In Ladybird Class, we continue to work hard on our communication skills. Some of the children have 
done some great work identifying actions in pictures. Jacob is doing so well with requesting things 
using his new symbol lanyard and play boards. We have set up our very own ‘Beach Shop’ role play 
corner for the children, including full sized pool inflatables, which allows lots of opportunity for us to 
hear some fantastic language and lots of exchanging symbols for items. Poppy is always in the shop 
requesting dresses and hats.  

Personal, social and 
emotional 

development 

In PSED in Summer 1, we learnt all about the people in school who help us. We role played different 
areas of school, with Imaan especially enjoying being like Tracey and Nicky from the office and being in 
charge of our class register. We made thank you cards and took them round school to show our 
gratitude for all the help we get in school. We also worked on building positive relationships in Religion 
sharing a massage story on the resonance board about Special Places and went on a sensory trip to 
the seaside, which Jasper especially enjoyed. Others enjoyed seaside Yoga, this was so much fun! We 
have been creating positions based around sea animals. It was great to see all the children 
participating and trying their best! Brogan is particularly bendy and took to yoga with ease. 

Physical Development 
 

Ladybirds love moving around! This term we have been working on our ball skills via giving and 
receiving and then target work. Jacob was in heaven as balls are one of his favourite things to play 
with! We have seen some amazing co-ordination skills from the children, from throwing, catching and 
aiming for targets. Louie enjoyed scoring goals and the staff shouting “England!” We have been so 
lucky to do lots of our PE outside in the sunshine. We have been able to begin to use our school 
hydrotherapy pool again this half term too. This has been such a popular place to be and Imogen and 
Jasper experienced warm water swimming for the first time and it is safe to say, they are huge fans. 
We are looking forward to continuing this next year already! 

Literacy This term we have enjoyed two stories, one about our very special cook in school Vicky, called “Vicky 
is in the Kitchen”. The children have thoroughly enjoyed exploring some of the equipment Vicky uses in 
the kitchen from mixing gravy in pans, washing the dishes and feeling ice cubes “brghhhh”. Our other 
story was called, “We’re Going to the Seaside” and the children have explored different textures 
including sand and sun cream. We have also had the paddling pool out when the weather has been 
good and even made ourselves an inside real beach whereby we covered our sensory corner floor with 
bags of sand! 
In Funky Fingers we have set up different stations for the children to continue working on their fine and 
gross motor skills, this included pegging up clothes and towels on the washing line, mark making in 
sensory trays and even feeling real life seaweed from a beach. Annabella worked on pulling it down off 
an A frame bar to practise her reaching skills. 
Our chalk wall has also been a popular station, Imaan and Poppy are big fans of chalk! 

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

In maths we have been learning about money. We have been very busy exploring tills and purses and 
posting money in slots. We have also worked on rotation and balance and we have been lucky enough 
to have had the sun on these afternoons. For balance we have been rolling tyres down hills. Joe loves 
pushing them on “Go” in ready, steady, go games. To explore rotation we played with windmills. Some 
of the children are also still showing us such amazing work in their IEP Work Baskets with Numicon 
shapes, such as pressing playdough into holes and placing pompoms on. 

Understanding 
of the World 

Science has been a huge hit this term, this was probably because it involved lots of water! We have 
been exploring lots of different ways of changing materials by adding water to sand and jelly and 
watching ice pops melt, although Brogan ate more than she investigated! We also focusing on tipping 
and pouring.  
Last half term Science was all about Sound and Annabella especially enjoyed feeling vibrations of 
sounds through the resonance boards, whereas Imogen spent lots of time running along the giant floor 
piano! 
Our ICT has been about developing switch skills -  turning on switch activated toys and using the 
SmartBoard  to activate songs and games. Joe amazed us with his ICT skills straight away! 

Art and Design 
 
 
 

 
 

In DT we focused on the mechanism of toys, we have been doing lots of flipping and switching. Inaya 
has a real interest in the way toys work and showed lots of skills turning knobs and working out how to 
make things work. 
Art was seaside themed and we even made our own Gallery in the classroom to display our super 
work. Louie was so brave exploring new textures and making sand pictures. 

We have had so much fun with both topics this term and we are extremely proud of the progress the children have made. Our two latest starters, Joe 

and Louie have settled in so well and it feels like they were always with us. We will sadly being saying goodbye to Laura this term and we would like 

to thank her for all her hard work and we wish her the best of luck on her new adventure. Some of our little Ladybirds are not so little anymore so we 

say bye to them too as they move up the school. We will be waving across the playground to them in September! Thank you for all of the engagement 

and wonderful communication we have had via Class Dojo, especially important in these strangest of times!  

 

                           We wish you all a wonderful summer! Kylie, Becky-Kate, Amy, Fiona, Vikki, Hannah and Laura xxx 

Ladybird Class 
 



Ladybird Class is so much FUN!



 
           
 
 

Step 1 Summer  2021 

Topics:  People who help us  The seaside 

Communication and 
Language 

  

The children have worked really hard practising their skills using switches and symbols. 
Ryan and Theo have been improving their ability to use the iPad and Amy Rose and Ava Mae used eye gaze 
technology to play and communicate. Jack and Amelia use their switches to access toys and games and everybody 
greets us in the morning with a BIGmack. Theo and Jack and Henry are choosing well using symbols during the 
school day. 
Evie has been working from home on her switching skills too. She is doing really well with her hand switch now and 
going from strength to strength. We have been meeting up with Evie each Friday in a live lesson. It has been great 
to see her so well and alert. She has worked hard keeping up with what we are doing in school and sending us 
photos of her hard work. One week we met Shirley’s pet crab and another Evie’s new puppy. The children in class 
were very excited to see a puppy jumping about.  

Personal, social and 
emotional development/RE 

Some of our PSED targets are around encouraging children to notice each other and recognise their friends from 
photos. Theo is really interested in the photos of his friends and Amelia is really looking round at the other children 
and adults close to her. 
We celebrated Eid in the hall in our classes. Halima kindly brought in some delicious traditional foods for us to try 
and smell and we danced to Eid party music and dressed up. 
We have enjoyed creating a special relaxing place in class each Thursday afternoon. We made this our special 
place and listened to relaxing music and had a go at Physibods which is a massage/physio programme. The 
children loved the music and the massage and the proximity of the children created a warm and friendly ambience.  

Physical Development 
 

The children have had great fun with the small PE equipment this term. In the nice weather, Judith has taken them 
outside and set up a circuit of activities including passing balls and bean bags to each other, pushing them down 
chutes and along benches. This half term, they had fun playing French cricket and beach games. Theo, Ryan, Amy-
Rose and Henry have worked really hard on holding a ball and letting it go down a chute on ‘ready; steady; go’ and 
Jack, Ava-Mae, Amelia and Evie have grasped the bean bags really well and practised releasing them to others. 
We have been able to go back into the hydro pool recently. Everybody has enjoyed getting back in the warm water. 
Ava Mae showed us what a little water baby she is kicking those legs. Jack has also loved being back in the pool. 
He relaxed and smiled non-stop. 

Literacy This term the children have made some lovely albums about the people in our school who help us. This included 
Adam the site manager, Hannah the school nurse and Vicky who prepares the lunches. The children enjoyed 
reading through their books and looking at named people in school. We shared a story called Gran’s visit which 
gave us the opportunity to get our hands busy with cleaning, dusting and polishing in preparation for Gran coming to 
tea.  
The sea side topic story has been Lets go to the Seaside By Caryl Hart. This book lent itself beautifully to sensory 
fun with shells, water sand and seaweed. Ryan and Jack have loved having their feet in water, the shells and 
pebbles were more popular than the seaweed though! 

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

The children had fun in our role play supermarket, Amelia enjoyed choosing and holding a currant bun and Theo 
loved the noisy toys and paying by card! This term we have spent time creating sandcastles and then using our 
hands to ‘splat’ them and see the different shape that they have become. Evie has worked hard at creating her own 
sandcastles and decorating them too and Henry has tried turning over the container of sand independently. Ava-
Mae explored the shape of the ice cream cone and crushing it to change its shape, she also sampled the taste of it 
too! 

Understanding 
of the World 

Our science lessons have been focusing on sounds around us, both inside and out. Judith took the children outside 
to listen to natural sounds and we listened to the office staff clicking away on their keyboards. Amy-Rose worked 
hard exploring the sound circuit and she used her fingers beautifully to play the chimes. 
The sea side topic has given us opportunities to feel wet and dry sand and build sand castles. The children have 
experimented with cornflour, gravy browning and custard powder adding water to see how the textures change 
when they are wet. Henry preferred the Bisto powder when it was wet and he could sample the taste of it! 
We have had some lovely outdoor learning sessions as part of Forest Schools. The children have done den 
building, made magic wands and clay mandalas. The highlight was lighting a campfire and cooking popcorn. Jack 
liked the sounds and smells of the crackling fire and Theo was delighted with the flint and steel he was allowed to 
use to make a spark. 

Expressive Arts and Design 
 
 
 

 
 

The children had fun exploring rhythms in music this term. We got all the drums out and had a go at listening to 
patterns and copying them. We got down on the resonance boards and listened to drumming. Ryan and Theo were 
very excited in these sessions, they loved feeling the vibrations through the boards. Amy Rose lay very still and 
listened intently. 
In our art lessons we have been experimenting with sand and paint. Ava Mae loved the feel of the sand on her 
fingers and Amelia happily wiggled her fingers in the wet sand. We have made beautiful fish mobiles for our outside 
play space, Jack likes to watch them as they are blown about in the wind. 
We had fun making some Father’s Day cards with messy paint and stencils. Henry particularly liked getting his 
hands all messy with different coloured paint. 
Evie created some super art work around the England football. She did her best to encourage them to ‘bring it 
home’; the England flag made with her red foot prints was very clever! 

Well, it has been another strange year what with all the changes we had to make around Covid regulations etc. We welcomed Lisa and Jo to the 

class team this term. They have both been a great addition and the children have enjoyed getting to know them. It has been nice to have some 

beautiful sunshine this summer term, allowing us to get out into the playgrounds and enjoy the sensory spaces around us. We feel that the children 

have coped so well with changes and all made good progress in spite of restrictions. Thank you all for your ongoing support and regular 

communications and expressions of appreciation on Dojo.We wish you all a beautiful, relaxing summer break. 

Best wished from us all….Judith, Stella, Gez, Sheena, Halima, Tilly, Vanessa, Jo and Lisa xxxxxxxxxxx 

Bumblebee Class 
 



Bumblebees having fun 2020-2021



 

 

           
 

 
 

Step 2 Summer  2021 

Topics:  People who help us Journeys 

Communication and 
Language 

  

Owls have been excelling with their communication. All the children have enjoyed our regular 
communication group involving ‘HELPKIDZLEARN’ songs, BIGmack switches and communication 
books. Hallie has been superb indicating a preference through her switching. If the song is one she 
likes then she will press the switch for ’more.’ If she doesn’t like it then she won’t press the switch. 
Rabia has used her communication book very well and can consistently select the correct symbols for 
‘more’ and can also select ‘something different’ when she wants to change the song. 
Harry has been travelling with his symbols to request his snack. He will select his choice of symbol 
from his book and then carry it to the adult in the kitchen who will then give him his choice of snack. 

Personal, social and 
emotional development 

Our RE topic has been learning about what it means to be a ‘Muslim’ and we have had the story 
‘Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns’ a story about colours and their importance to Islam. Rameen and 
Olivia responded well to the props used to tell this story and were very happy to dress in a hijab. 
All  of us have been working on our life skills every day. Meg and Hallie are both holding their spoon 
hand over hand and assisting in their own feeding and Mylo is loading his spoon and feeding himself. 
Lunchtimes have provided more socialising time for the children. Harry and Rabia play together in the 
playground and Hallie, Rameen, Meg and Mylo have enjoyed spending time together on the mats on 
the floor listening to music and playing with toys. 

Physical Development 
 

Every day the children join in “Ready to Learn”. Here they participate in individual stretching 
programmes, standing time, stepping in walkers, bench sitting, long legged floor sitting and tummy time 
on wedges and SI SPOT games. Once they have completed this, then they are ready for more to work! 
For PE we have been working on outdoor games and ball skills as well as  Rebound Therapy on the 
trampoline. Every child has loved the trampoline and alongside it being lots of fun to bounce it has also 
provided a good opportunity to practise communication. 
Meg, Mylo, Rameen, Hallie and Olivia have all used the BIGmack to request ‘more’ bouncing. Rabia 
and Harry have been using their voices to request ‘more’ or ‘again’ 

Literacy We have had two sensory stories this term - ‘The Shopping Basket’ where we also engaged in Food 
therapy and ‘Maisy goes Camping’. The children have enjoyed erecting Maisy’s tent and filling the tent 
with all her friends and singing around the camp fire. 
Funky Fingers has been lots of fun particularly our journey along the corridor from our class room up to 
the White Room. All the children had to travel in something that could move on wheels. Harry went on 
a scooter board, Rabia pedalled her trike, Mylo, Hallie and Rameen went in their walkers and Meg 
went in her chair. 

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

We all enjoyed our Money topic and we had a shop in our class. The children had 5 pennies each and 
were able to choose what they wanted to buy from the shop. Rabia was a terrific shop keeper who took 
very good care of her till! 
Our Maths shape journey song has been very popular telling of a trip in a car, a train then a walk until 
we have a picnic and we look at all the shapes in our picnic basket. The actions and movement the 
children have all experienced in this session have made it lots of fun! 

Understanding 
of the World 

For ICT this term we have programmed BeeBots and also used switches to operate toys and electrical 
equipment in the White Room. Rabia and Harry have also been learning how to use an iPad.Our 
Geography topic was about ‘People who help us in the community,’ focussing on postal workers. The 
children wrote a letter and posted it at the local post box. Walking back to school they met a postal 
worker delivering mail on Whitehaven Road. The children were very excited when the letter they had 
posted the previous day was delivered to us the following day. 
Our Science topic has been all bout Sound and Meg, Rameen and Mylo made some shakers out of 
balloons, boxes and lentils. They enjoyed shaking them and listening to the noise they made holding 
them close to their ears. 

Expressive Arts and 
Design 

 
 
  

In DT we have learnt about mechanisms using wind up cars and other modes of transport on 
ramps/tracks etc. 
In Music we have been learning about stop/start and long and short notes/sounds. Also Music Therapy 
with Holly as a larger group has been a real success. Creating rhythms using instruments and voices 
has been very enjoyable for Harry, Meg, Rabia, Mylo and Hallie and we have seen a lot of progress. 

Well it’s the end of another academic year and we have all had lots of fun and have made much progress across many areas of 

learning. Many of our children will be changing classes in September so we would like to wish them well for the future. 

Wishing you all a relaxing and healthy Summer holiday! 

Love from Gill ,Lynne, Lauren, Andrea, Ellie ,Carolyn , Yvonne and all the Owls children xxxxxx 

Owl Class 
 



Having Fun in Owl class



Mia enjoying her time in Fox class
(an extension of Owls) 



Foodbank vouchers to cover the school holidays are available from 

Family Liaison worker Joanne Hibbert.

Stockport SEND support hub are contactable throughout the school 

holidays (see below)



Some more of the classes have enjoyed focussed forest school sessions with Alison outside this 

term, working on a rota basis. 

The Owls have explored the changes in the seasons through creating beautiful ‘mandalas’ and have 

also continued to experience fire in a sensory way, enjoying watching, listening to, smelling and 

tasting popcorn over the fire.  

      

The Pandas helped to plant 70 saplings to create a screen hedge.  

       

The Giraffes embarked on a project to make a ‘Valley School Bug Hotel’ – painting palettes and filling 

them with sticks, tubes, stones and plant pots.  

    

Forest School – Summer Term



Summer Term Forest School 

The Hedgehogs spent time chilling in the hammock, created dens and made journey sticks.  

      

The Squirrels were difficult to find…learning all about camouflage!  

                       

    And all the classes were able to visit an open fire during Enrichment week, to sing campfire songs 

and try toasting marshmallows.   

   

    

Forest School – Summer Term



 
          
 

 
 

Step 2 Summer  2021 

Topics:  

 
 
         

          People Who Help Us 
 
 

 
         

                     And Journeys (UK)  

Communication and 
Language 

  

Every day we have been working hard to develop our communication skills and everyone 
has made great progress this term. Aaraib has learnt to discriminate between symbols and 
has recently enjoyed choosing his favourite songs on the computer by touching one of the 
pictures from a choice of 3. Zayaan’s confidence with his speech is increasing all the time 
and over the last term he has enjoyed singing songs with adults and will also sometimes 
copy words. 

Personal, social and 
emotional 

development 

We had lots of fun in Summer 1 learning about jobs in the community as part of PSED and 
one of our highlights was definitely walking to Fountains Road shops and posting letters. We 
even bumped into a Postal Worker on one of our outings and Ben gave her a big wave! Lexi 
particularly enjoyed learning about different jobs and after a couple of weeks was able to 
match objects related to different professions e.g. stethoscope to doctor. We have also seen 
lots of lovely friendships form in the last term, with a couple of pupils initiating interactions 
with their peers. Jack regularly leans into Zayaan and touches his hair when they are sat 
next to each other and Ben has recently started to request a high five with Lyla. 

Physical Development 
 

It has been wonderful being able to use our hydrotherapy pool again. Despite most of us 
being quite hesitant during the first couple of sessions, our confidence has increased and 
everyone has now been in the water.  
Our ‘Summer Games’ PE topic has been great fun this half term. Stanley almost beat Penny 
in a hopping race and Lexi was able to jump across the hall with her feet in a sack! We have 
had a weekly trikes session in the hall since Easter and everyone has made fantastic 
progress. Jack is now able to pedal independently and propel himself across the room.  

Literacy Our story/play sessions have continued to be one of the highlights of the week. Stanley has 
enjoyed our camping themed play session this half term and has been able to initiate 
toasting marshmallows by sitting next to the ‘campfire’ and waiting.   
Lyla and Stanley have become particularly interested in text over the last couple of months – 
Stanley will carefully study words he spots around school and Lyla has experienced such joy 
when reading out loud.   

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

Last half term, we enjoyed learning about money and it didn’t take Aaraib long to discover he 
could exchange a coin for his favourite toy! This half term we have been learning about 
shapes and Zayaan has loved hunting for different shapes in a range of sensory materials 
(and making a big mess in the process!).  
Lexi and Lyla have continued to thrive in number sessions and have recently been working 
on ‘adding one’. They are now able to complete sums e.g. 4 + 1 = 5 using magnetic numbers 
after using Numicon shapes to solve the problem.    

Understanding 
of the World 

As Squirrels, we are very inquisitive creatures and Jack is our ultimate explorer. He loves 
investigating new resources and has been particularly fascinated by the sounds an (empty) 
stapler and bubble wrap make during our Science sessions. Last half term, Ben enjoyed 
exploring manmade materials and was able to follow a play sequence of collecting 
packaging, putting it into the recycling truck then driving it to the bin to empty it. Recently, we 
have also been learning how to use Cosmo switches that link up to the iPad and enable us 
to play games. Aaraib loved pressing the switches as they lit up in different colours.   

Art and Design 
 
 
 
 

 

We have loved making a racket in music this half term! Visiting our very own campsite which 
we set up in Moss Hey’s field to sing topic songs fast and slow has been a particular 
success. Zayaan was full of giggles as we sang campfire songs at different speeds and was 
also engrossed in exploring the ocean drum and keyboard. 
In DT this half tern, Ben has loved learning about mechanisms and through fierce 
determination discovered how to put a train track together using a trial and error approach. 

What a great end to another busy year. We definitely haven’t let COVID prevent us from learning lots and having fun in 

the process! Unfortunately, we have had to say goodbye to Diane Waterfield who has been at Valley School for many 

years and all of the staff and children will miss her greatly. We hope you all have a restful summer, love from the 

Squirrels team – Penny, Diane S, Diane W, Ellie, Julia & Becky   

Squirrel Class 
 



Squirrel Class



 

           
 

 
 

Step 2 Summer  2021 

Topics:           People Who Help Us and Journeys (UK) 

Communication and 
Language 

  

Everyone has made fantastic progress with their communication this term. Sara has been 
working really hard using a computer programme called Choose it Maker. She is able to find 
the correct objects, body parts and colours when asked. Allan has started to search through 
his PECS book, find a symbol he wants and take it to an adult to request the item. 
 
 

Personal, social and 
emotional 

development 

We had lots of fun in Summer 1 learning about jobs in the community as part of PSED. We 
went for a weekly drive on the minibus to see if we could spot places like a fire station, a post 
office, a shop etc. We called at the chip shop and we were lucky enough to be given some 
free chips! Blake particularly enjoyed eating them! 

Physical Development 
 

On Mondays this term some of Hedgehogs went swimming at Hazel Grove pool. Alex was 
able to swim 8 lengths of the 20m pool and also jump in from the side. Blake has made some 
fantastic progress with his water confidence. He is now able to walk down the steps to enter 
the pool and kick his legs while being supported by arm discs and a noodle. We have also 
enjoyed our PE sessions outside and in the hall taking part in different kinds of games and 
races. Udo and Leo proved to be really fast runners! 

Literacy We have been really enjoying reading ‘Maisy Goes Camping’ this half term. Sara was fantastic 
helping to pitch the tent, Arjuna loved toasting marshmallows on the pretend fire and Theo 
liked snuggling up in the sleeping bag inside the tent.  
Hedgehogs have loved our Funky Fingers sessions this term. Leo will sit for 5 minutes 
independently making transport tickets using stamps and pencils. Allan has been using his 
fine motor skills to make a road and then stick transport stickers along the road. 

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

Some of us have really enjoyed a transport themed massage story this term. Theo has 
engaged with the session for 20 minutes and during this time he has learnt how to operate 
devices such as handheld fans and music players as well as exploring different shaped 
vehicles.  
Arjuna has worked really hard on his Maths IEP work singing the 5 Little Monkeys song. He 
can sing this independently, remove a monkey when 1 ‘falls off the bed’ and then tell us how 
many are left!  
 

Understanding 
of the World 

We have been doing lots of exploring this term. In Summer 1 Udo worked really hard to 
separate cardboard and plastics so they could be recycled correctly, Allan painted a big fire 
on a shower curtain and Leo dressed up as a firefigher and put the fire out with a hose pipe!  
This half term we have been exploring sounds. Arjuna and Blake took turns to play a sound 
bingo game. There were some sounds they were able to identify just by hearing the sound 
(dog, cat, phone) and others they could match once they saw the picture. We have also made 
sound bottles to see which made the loudest noise – Udo concentrated really hard to use a 
scoop to pour different materials into a jar (e.g. rice, lentils, sand, feathers) and then screw the 
jar lids on.   
 

Art and Design 
 
 
 

 
 

We have loved getting messy this half term with different materials – like paint and glue, as 
I’m sure some parents will have noticed (oops)  Alex will sit and engage with these activities 
for a long time and can independently use glue and paint. He has also started to use scissors 
to cut things out with adult support. 

Hedgehogs have had a lovely fun filled and action packed Summer term and look forward to more fun next year. We 

hope you all have a lovely Summer break. Love from the Hedgehogs Team – Sarah, Lisa, Umaira, Tracey, Ghazala 

and Abbie  

 

Hedgehog Class 
 



Hedgehogs’ Summer Term



            
 

 
 

Pandas Step 3 Summer  2021 

Topics:  Zoo and Safari  We’re going on a holiday (foreign) 

Communication and 
Language 

  

Pandas have made fantastic progress with their communication, Grace is excelling, using her 
PECS book to request for things she would like, including balloons and nail varnish. 
Oliver has been using his conversation board to chat about some of his favourite things 
including McDonalds and Lawnmowers.  
Look and Listen continues to still be a firm favourite in Panda class Arta has been focusing and 
practicing great attention skills during this session. 

Personal, social and 
emotional 

development 

Our summer term is always a very busy one full of lots of things to celebrate, we have been 
learning what it means to be a Hindu. Freddie loved exploring the puppets and building shrines 
out of a variety of malleable materials.  
Some of us are getting ready to move to new schools and looked back on our time spent at 
Valley School by looking at photographs. Lilly-May had a great time using her amazing ICT 
skills to look at her new school’s website and go on a virtual tour. We have also been on an 
adventure to Knowsley Safari Park where Connor loved the Sea Lion show. 

Physical Development 
 

On Friday mornings we went on the school bus to Simply Cycling where Arta has enjoyed our 
cycling sessions and can now independently go around the athletics track. Grace and Lily-May 
can ride round superfast! Connor has particularly enjoyed visits to Bruntwood park, where he 
has been able to explore the sandpit area. We have also had the opportunity to take part in a 
yoga session that we all thoroughly enjoyed, learning to bend our bodies into different positions,  
Charlie and Eisa were flexible and have great balance. 

Literacy This summer term we have looked at two sensory stories. First was Poo In The Zoo, we found 
this story very funny. Charlie really liked the part talking about Pongy Panda poo.  We then read 
All Aboard the Bobo Road where we have been on a bus ride stopping at different stops to see 
the sights. Lily-May enjoyed exploring the squeaking chicken and asked for it using some great 
sentences. Oliver has made some giant strides in his reading and been wowing us all with his 
amazing memory ability. Funky Fingers has been particularly messy and enjoyable with water 
pistol fights where Freddie and Connor are so skilled with a water pistol you have to watch out! 
Grace and Oliver made sure we were all holiday ready by carefully using the nail varnish to give 
us manicures.  

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

We are now expert mocktail makers, and have worked hard on pouring liquid from one 
container to another Eisa made a great pina colada mocktail and Arta chopped up the limes for 
a mojito! To learn about money Pandas along with the Giraffes took part in fundraising to 
sponsor a zoo animal. We raised money by making a shop and using our amazing play skills to 
be shop keepers and customers. We also baked cakes to sell in the staff room to help collect 
enough money to sponsor a tiger! 
We went on some trips to the local shop where Connor paid the shopkeeper for his chocolate 
buttons and took back the change.  

Understanding 
of the World 

During ITC many of us have been programming the Beebots and other cause and effect objects 
to make them move in different directions, Eisa has learnt to use a Beebot making it move 
forwards and backwards. We have also had lots of opportunities to use the computer to practice 
mark making or simply explore to increase our confidence. In Science we have looked at 
materials that change when they are heated up, we explored lots of food that do this and 
cooking was as popular as ever. Grace used her ‘yes’ and ‘no’ boards to tell us she wanted 
more scrambled eggs and Freddie and Charlie sorted the ingredients into before and after.  

Art and Design 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In design we have been constructing different buildings using Duplo. We needed to really 
concentrate whilst designing the space, Oliver and Charlie spent a long time with Aimee making 
sure they had four walls and a roof then adding bushes and people. Arta loved putting Duplo 
people into the cars.   
Our music sessions have been very noisy! We have been practicing following a beat, Eisa is 
particularly good and had a great time exploring a variety of instruments whilst wowing us with 
his music skills to start and stop and follow the beat. 

We would like to say a big well done to everyone in Panda class everybody has make giant strides this school year. We 

would also like to say goodbye to the children who are leaving us this year we will miss you so much and we wish you all 

the best on your new adventure. Secondly we would like to say goodbye to Ernie who will be joining the Heaton’s team and 

Nicole who is going to be training as a teacher, they will be missed! Have a great summer from the Panda team Aimee, Jo, 

Becky F, Becky H, Nicole & Nicola xx 
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Step 3 Summer 2021 

Topics:  Zoos and safaris We’re going on a summer holiday (international). – if only! 

We cannot quite believe it’s approaching the end of another school year. We have made the most of finally being able to 
go out of school and have enjoyed trips to Simply Cycling, Bruntwood Park, Knowsley Safari Park and Head Over Heels.   
Joshua has continued to work hard from home, and we are missing him lots in Giraffes. 

Communication and 
Language 

  

Giraffes have made some excellent progress in their communication and language skills and 
continue to ‘WOW’ us with how much they have learnt. The children are using 
communication books, boards and symbols regularly throughout the day. Fatima has grown 
in confidence and is now able to recall what she has enjoyed during the day to the rest of the 
class in home circle. Idris is using full sentences to ask for his play doh and slime. Ibrahim 
uses his communication book to ask for his ‘body sock’ during relaxation. 

Personal, social and 
emotional development 

All the children have made fantastic progress on their IEP targets and independence skills. 
We have spent time this half term preparing for our leavers Idy, Ibrahim, Kenzi and 
Zakariyah to move on to ‘Big school’ We have looked on the website and had a social story 
to help us on our way. We have tried on new school uniform and looked at photos of our new 
teachers. We have spent time celebrating our time at Valley and have been reminiscing with 
some of our favourite activities. 

Physical Development 
 

P.E is a favourite in giraffe class. We have all taken part in games in the hall.’ Duck Duck 
goose’ was very popular. Kenzi was very proud of himself when he won the game of ‘tails’. 
Everyone has enjoyed Simply Cycling. Ibrahim was off at top speed completing many laps. 
Fatima can now ride a bike on her own. Amazing achievement. 
More recently we have enjoyed going to Bruntwood Park. Idris was brave enough to go 
down the helter skelter slide. 
Zakariyah and Fatima have enjoyed being back in hydro. Zakariyah was so relaxed he 
almost fell asleep 

Literacy Our two sensory stories this term ‘Poo in the Zoo’ and ‘All Aboard for the Bobo Road’ have 
given us lots of opportunities to use our symbols to request ‘more’. Kenzi was very good at 
asking for more lollipops. Zakariyah enjoyed tasting the watermelon and using his switch to 
activate the song. Fatima can ask for her preferred item from a choice of 2. 
In Funky Fingers we have had fun with feeding our animals play doh food. As the weather 
got warmer, we have enjoyed using the water pistols. Idy enjoyed squirting the staff. 

Cognition/Mathematics 
 

We have had lots of fun making crispy cakes to sell in the staff room. We are so proud of the 
fact we raised enough money to sponsor a tiger. We enjoyed counting how much money we 
had in the pot.  
We have enjoyed regular trips to the local shops. Idy is now confident in paying for his items 
at the till and getting a receipt. We all learnt that you have to pay for the pick and mix before 
eating it.  
Recently in maths we have been getting in the holiday mood making mocktails, measuring 
and mixing. We have been applying sunlotion, rubbing in the cream in different directions. 

Understanding 
of the World 

 

Idris has been working well in ICT and has mastered how to work our new smart boards. He 
has been able to put on the lunchtime songs for us. Idy has been using the laptop to find out 
more information and have a virtual tour of his new school. We have all been using the 
Cosmo switches to tell a story. 
We have used food in science to look at changing materials. We enjoyed making biscuits 
and eating them. Zakariyah got extremely excited when he was mixing all the ingredients! 

Expressive Art and 
Design 

 

 
 

Rhythm has been a focus in music, and we have been clapping and playing along with our 
favourite instruments to songs related to our topics and practicing starting and stopping.  
This half term we have learnt about construction, Idris has been building dens and followed 
instructions to use poles and connectors.  
Everyone has been involved in painting large boxes which we transformed into buildings. We 
all had so much fun getting to use different materials like sand, Duplo and paint. We all got 
very messy! 

It’s the time of year when all the staff get a little teary as we say goodbye to our year 6 leavers. We are very proud of all 

our children and for everything they have achieved. We wish them lots of luck in their new schools. 

We hope you all have a happy and safe summer and fingers crossed we get good weather. 

Love from Giraffe team - Carolyn, Victoria, Cheryl, Feray, Thérèse and Kathy! 
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Having Fun in Giraffe Class


